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Abstract

While researchers have made great strides over the years in expanding opportunities for women in medical research, some gender imbalance persists, particularly in the context of the Arab world. The purpose of our study was to discover obstacles that female medical students have faced in conducting research. We conducted our study at a small private university in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, and we used a qualitative, feminist methodology. To address our research questions, we conducted 4 group interviews of 21 female undergraduate medical students who had experience participating in research projects. The study's aim was to elicit participants' perspectives on the barriers they perceived to women's contribution to medical research through all phases of the research process, from expressing interest in a particular field to finding faculty support, to performing research activities, to assessing research outcomes. Analytic coding of group interview transcripts revealed three major themes expressed by participants: differing expectations perceived for female students versus male students in conducting research; challenges for female students in securing research opportunities; and practical challenges for female students in conducting research. Findings from this study suggest that there is still work to be done to support female students, empower them to overcome obstacles, and ensure equal participation of female and male students in medical research.

Introduction

In the last few years, members of the medical community have expressed strong interest in supporting the participation of women in scientific research. Some researchers have made changes in research practice and design to increase the representation of women [1]. However, despite recent advances, gender imbalance persists in research production in many scientific fields, including medicine. And in some Middle Eastern and Arab countries where commitment to gender equality and female empowerment is still emerging, cultural expectations can provide another layer of complication when it comes to women's participation in research. For instance, a study from Qatar found that were fewer female researchers than male researchers, and teams involving women published fewer articles [2]. Students' development of positive attitudes towards scientific research is a fundamental element of modern undergraduate medical education curricula [3]. A 2019 study showed that graduate male students had unquestionably positive attitudes towards research in comparison to female graduate students[4]. On the other hand, a study conducted in Saudi Arabia showed that female undergraduate medical students with previous research experience had more positive attitudes towards undergraduate research [5].

Our literature review revealed several studies that explore the involvement of female undergraduate medical students in research, and the obstacles they may face. In one study from Portugal, authors concluded that male medical students are more likely than female students to be involved in research [6]. The gender gap could be due to sociocultural barriers (e.g., lack of female role models and decreased levels of autonomy). Female students also tend to focus more on academic performance, which may decrease their engagement in undergraduate research [7]. A study from Saudi Arabia that investigated attitudes towards health research among male and female medical students revealed that female students had a positive attitude towards research. However, men made more contributions to research than women did [8]. Another study from Saudi Arabia found a strong relationship between male medical students and participation in undergraduate research. It also explored obstacles to participating in research among all medical students, including lack of interest in research, fewer opportunities, and socio-cultural barriers [9].

One study from Saudi Arabia showed that in contrast to female medical students, male medical students increased their involvement in undergraduate research [10]. Additionally, this study mentioned barriers perceived by female medical students in Saudi Arabia toward careers in academic medicine. These barriers included a lack of female role models in academic medicine and the presence of competing pressures to fulfill teaching/research, clinical duties, and family obligations [11]. On the other hand, one study from Abha, Saudi Arabia suggested that there was no relationship between gender and barriers toward conducting medical research in Saudi Arabia [12].

In view of the lack of specific focus on the obstacles faced by undergraduate women in medical research, our purpose was to use qualitative methods to explore female medical students’ perspectives towards research opportunities and challenges in Saudi Arabia. We hope that our research might suggest ways to increase female undergraduate involvement in research.
Methods

We employed a qualitative case study design to explore the female students’ perspectives towards research opportunities in the College of Medicine at Alfaisal University in Riyadh. This study consisted of four group interviews conducted in April 2022. We obtained approval for this study from the university's institutional review board (IRB-20153).

We used a feminist approach in respect to methodological principles and research practice by centering the lived experiences of women, analyzing those experiences in light of socially constructed gender norms, and approaching our participants as producers of knowledge [13]. This approach gave us a framework for constructing knowledge based on lived experience and using those experiences as the basis for an expanded understanding of the systems in which we operate.

Study participants were female medical students at Alfaisal University who were involved in research and were willing to participate in a group interview. Because our primary research interest was women's perspectives, male students were excluded from the study. Additionally female students who were not involved in research were excluded, since our aim was to explore the perspectives of those who had completed the research process. We compiled a list of female students using the research office's database. We then sent an email (that included the research objectives) to these students asking them to participate in the study.

Once this was confirmed, we interviewed 4 to 6 students at a time. We conducted a total of 4 hour-long interviews in English, led by PI (EMW) with experience in conducting qualitative interviews. Twenty-one female medical students were interviewed for this study: 6 second-year students, 13 third-year students, 1 fourth-year student, and 1 fifth-year student. We continued to conduct interviews until we reached thematic saturation.

We created an interview guide that featured semi-structured, open-ended questions that allowed participants scope to express different perspectives and allowed our team to collect in-depth data. After we conducted the first interview, we transcribed and analyzed the responses. Based on our analysis, we made minor changes to the interview guide to clarify our meaning and obtain more useful information. The interaction during interviews featured a dynamic exchange of ideas, with free-flowing discussions that addressed different aspects of the issues. The interviewers asked all questions in the same general sequence. The co-PIs reviewed the transcripts for accuracy and completeness. To maintain confidentiality, transcripts were anonymized and access to all files was limited to PI and co-PIs.

We employed an inductive thematic framework analysis to carry out data analysis which enabled us to categorize conversational text and identify patterns. The aim was to identify codes and discover relationships between ideas and codes. We performed analysis by repeated reviews of the transcripts [14–16].

Data analysis involved generating a series of descriptive and in vivo codes [15]. We identified total of nineteen codes from the four interviews, and these codes were discussed with co-PIs to make sure that the coding was appropriately applied. The components of every code included the origin, definition, and the best examples that were mentioned from the participants. Disagreements about coding were resolved by reaching group consensus. Two out of nineteen codes contained counterexamples. We then narrowed down the codes to nine that were consistent with the study aims, and we generated descriptive memos from those nine codes to analyze our data effectively. The memos included a brief description of our analysis of these codes as well as examples taken from the transcribed interviews. From these memos emerged the three main themes discussed in the results section.

Results

In our analysis of participants’ perspectives on the challenges women face in conducting research, three major themes surfaced:

1) differing expectations for female students versus male students in conducting research,

2) challenges for female students in securing research opportunities, and

3) practical challenges for female students in conducting research.
Theme 1: Differing expectations for female students versus male students in conducting research

Some participants reported that faculty seemed to indicate differing expectations for female students versus male students. These differing expectations surfaced in various ways throughout the research process, from gauging interests to assuming abilities to judging outcomes.

Some participants reported different expectations regarding female students’ abilities. In discussing her interactions with faculty, one participant remarked, “Like, even if you think that I cannot do this, I will proceed to do that specific thing...just to try to prove otherwise, [that] we can do whatever males can do.” Other participants commented on the need to outperform male colleagues to demonstrate their abilities: “Personally, always I think I should do better than a male does. Because we [are] always in a circle when we need to prove that...we deserve this opportunity, w’allah we deserve this thing that we had.” One participant linked women's need to prove themselves to a broader historical context. She noted that women are “relatively newer to the workforce...compared to our ancestors who were mostly housewives at home,” and described the effects of this historical shift: “You need to prove yourself if you're here, if you're going to be paid as much as [a man].”

Other participants described the surprise that some faculty members expressed at the results that the female students were able to achieve. Some participants interpreted over-praise as a signal that the female students were not expected to perform as well as their male counterparts:

Participant

Sometimes I feel like they look at you like they don't expect a lot and then when you do something they're impressed more than if it was a male.

Interviewer

Can you give a specific example?

Participant

So for example, let's say...the poster day. I feel like sometimes when they see that it's [a] group of females...they would be more impressed only because we are females. So, they understand that females can do a lot and they understand that yes, we're going to do it. But when they actually see us doing something great, they would be more impressed.

Similarly, another participant interpreted faculty members’ over-praise as indicating low expectations. She commented: “I think at the beginning we think that [praise] is something nice...when we think about it more...it's only because they don't expect that much...when they praise you, they're not trying to belittle you, but they're actually genuinely impressed because in their minds they did not think, for example, that yes, you can do it...maybe you're praising me only because I'm a female and you did not expect me to do this.”

The point where the participant noted that praise started to feel like low expectations was when she compared it to praise that a male student might receive for the same work: “I did not start to feel happy when someone would praise me for these little things that I don't think other male [students] would get as much praise from it.”

One female student voiced dissent after listening to some of the above comments. She said, “I personally have a different opinion...I know a professor who worked with both male and female students from the university, and they were impressed from both the male and the females...and I think I don't know if we really have enough evidence to jump into this conclusion...[that] they're belittling me because I'm a female and they don't expect this from me.” While she acknowledged the possibility of the situation her colleagues described, she expressed hesitation about jumping to the conclusion that low expectations for a student were tied to gender.
Some participants who perceived lower expectations said they were determined to prove those expectations wrong. As one participant noted, “I understand why they are praising me in that way...and honestly personally I get more competitive...Like it really pushes me forward.” On the other hand, as we will see in the next section, other participants responded with hesitation and fear of rejection.

**Theme 2: Challenges for female students in securing research opportunities**

Our participants expressed specific challenges in securing research opportunities and approaching faculty to create meaningful research. Some participants reported difficulty in finding equal opportunities to conduct research in situations where professors seemed to take male students more seriously. For example, one interviewee expressed that faculty turned her down while giving similar opportunities to a male student within the same time frame. “But I feel like, indirectly...they would say, oh, we don't have any projects going on, but then we see that male students are joining them.”

As one participant stated, “Sometimes in research you get a lot more doors shut in your face than doors open.” There was a consistent emphasis on frequency of rejection which happened to many students regardless of gender. However, one female student reported multiple rejections when trying to propose a research idea, when the same doctor would accept male students:

My friend’s experience in the hospital...they were complaining that they’re not able to find research...I told them like there's so many doctors in the hospital, just go to them. And they said...we always try, and we just get rejected, but at the same time there are guys who are working with the professor with the same doctors. So it's kind of weird [that] they don't take them seriously.

Moreover, women also found it difficult to approach male faculty. One participant noted that "your mentor, he might not be open to the idea of training females." However, other participants reported that they felt students were given equal opportunities. These students noted that doctors placed greater emphasis on the willingness of the student to work. As one participant observed, “I think I largely agree...in the sense that they don’t really differentiate between...male students and female students.”

Some of the difficulty arose from faculty members’ assumptions about female students’ research interests. For example, one participant “approached a...surgeon, and I asked him if he had any projects he was...doing that I could take part in,” because, as she told him, “I do want, you know, some experience in surgery research.” The student reported that the surgeon “was surprised” by her request and responded, “most girls usually are not interested in surgery.” The student reported that this exchange motivated her to “pave the way kind of for more girls” and said that it was “all the more reason to put myself in surgical research.”

Another recurring theme was the concept of “shyness,” a term that participants mentioned both directly and indirectly in different interviews. Participants discussed feeling shy due to their own sensitivity, afraid of bothering busy faculty, concerned about gender barriers, and undeserving of opportunities. Some participants reflected on a social barrier that impacted cross-gender communication:

**Interviwer**

I want to come back to the word you used, which is “shy”...why do...female students feel more shy?

**Participant**

Because [they] had less experience communicating with other gender...sometimes you’re worried you would cross the line...you want to show the other person that you’re being respectful and that everything is formal...so sometimes it would cause you to be more shy.

These motifs explore the challenges students face in all phases of approaching a doctor or professor for a research opportunity, from shyness to rejection to fear of being compared to others. Overall, these challenges and unconscious biases create barriers for female students to fully engage in and access research opportunities.

**Theme 3: practical challenges for female students in conducting research**
The final set of obstacles our participants discussed was the practical challenges of navigating gendered spaces. Participants noted that these practical challenges could, in various ways, limit their ability to engage fully in necessary research activities.

One example of a persistent (though improving) practical challenge was driving. June 2018 was when driver’s licenses first began to be issued to women in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Many women in this context are either new to driving or still do not drive. Some participants noted that researchers may favor accepting male students, who are more likely to drive. As one participant noted:

Sometimes, certain research or certain studies require you to go back and forth between hospitals a lot, or...you’re collecting samples of like, serum or blood or something in one place, and you have to transport it to another place. This transport is something that when researchers are looking for participants for a study, they look for males generally, to do this transport.

The reality that more male students than female students can drive is perceived to have an effect on certain research opportunities. Although more women are getting driver’s licenses, this gap will likely remain a significant practical challenge to conducting research for some years to come.

Another set of practical challenges pertains to the gendered division of space. Several participants mentioned the importance of using the local printer’s shop to order materials necessary for showcasing their research in conferences and competitions. However, the printer’s shop was a male-dominated space in which the female students described feeling uncomfortable and even fearful. One participant said “I went to the printer place to print the poster. It was the worst experience; I will never do it again.” The reason for this reaction was that “The place itself, it was a very small room which was full of males.” She said that “you would not feel safe going inside.” Another participant noted that her female colleagues “did not go inside there.” They gestured to the proprietor that they needed assistance and did their ordering from outside the print shop.

All of the factors we described in this section can present challenges to female students who are keen to engage in research. Female students responded in a variety of ways to these perceived challenges, and the discussion section will explore in more depth both the nature of the obstacles women face and what our findings suggest about how these challenges can be overcome.

Discussion

There are few articles exploring the underlying causes of the limited participation of women in medical research, the nature of the obstacles that women may face in conducting research and the possible ways to overcome these challenges. Therefore, we conducted this study to pinpoint some of the obstacles participants faced, as well as their various reactions towards these experiences. Our hope is that identifying these challenges will also suggest some possible solutions and paths toward progress.

Although gender equality is an important consideration worldwide, particularly in regard to education, we found that women described encountering many gender-related obstacles throughout the research process [8]. Our literature review highlighted several articles discussing women’s attitudes towards research, women’s involvement in research as compared to their male counterparts, and the ways different research facilities around the world are working toward gender equality in research. For example, all European Union member states still face remarkable difficulties related to gender equality in research [17]. In another study, authors reported that certain obstacles can hinder women physicians from participating in research [18].

One of the main challenges female medical students at Alfaisal University described was their perception of differing expectations for female students compared to expectations for male students. Consequently, women felt that they needed to work harder than their male colleagues to be deemed equally competent. One 2008 study discusses the perception that men are more capable in leadership roles, contributing to the well-known “glass ceiling” that excludes women from higher positions [19]. As evident in our results, women were also perceived in a similar manner when conducting research studies and were not expected to perform at the same level as their male counterparts.

The source of these differing expectations may be in historically assigned gender roles. As one of our participants observed, female researchers are often opposing historical expectations for what women are supposed to do. This finding is supported by a study conducted in 2011 that studies the assumption that women are “dependent, nurturing, and submissive” whereas men are
"strong, action-oriented, and independent" [20]. These assumptions lead to women being the primary caregivers for their families, which takes time and energy from their career advancement [20]. Another study claims that in academic medicine, women are less likely to be researchers and more likely to be clinicians and educators, tasks that have been referred to as "institutional housekeeping" [21]. As expressed in this study as well as in our results, women sometimes find that being a competent and cutting-edge researcher means stepping outside of the dependent/nurturing/traditionally feminine role and into a strong/action-oriented/traditionally masculine role.

Some theories discussing possible reasons behind the "slow progression of women up the academic ladder" have been proposed. One hypothesis was that women took their jobs less seriously than their male colleagues and hence, were less successful [22]. This hypothesis was proven invalid since one of the objective measures of productivity was the publication of original research in influential journals as well as being invited by editors to give opinions on the scientific work of others [23]. Indeed, "when stratified by rank and track," studies have demonstrated "no gender differences in peer-reviewed publications" [21]. There is, however, a discrepancy among specialties in women being first authors. In Obstetrics & Gynecology and Journal of Pediatrics, there was a significant increase in the number of women who were first authors. On the other hand, in journals such as Annals of Surgery, the number of female first authors remained low [23]. All of these points reject the hypothesis that women are less serious than men in their work [24]. An alternative narrative held by some gatekeepers may be that women are not interested in certain research fields. When one of our participants was met with surprise when she showed interest in surgery research, it suggested an unspoken boundary around what kinds of research are considered suitable for women.

As mentioned in the results section, some participants expressed the need to outperform their male colleagues to prove that they were worthy of the same opportunities. Supporting this finding is a 2019 study about whether the gender gap in research stems from the evaluation of the female investigators or from the quality of their research [25]. The study mentions how over time, women have felt the need to perform to a higher standard than their male counterparts "to receive equivalent recognition." [25, 26].

Mentorship programs that focus on research basics could help encourage more women to participate in research. An article published in 2019 in Cameroon describes the establishment of a "Mentor-Protégé" program [27]. In this program, female scientists helped junior female researchers overcome obstacles such as entrenched mindsets about traditional gender roles "through skill-building opportunities for scientific writing and participation in scientific gatherings." Several proteges acknowledged the positive impact that the mentorship program had on their research experience where their training enabled them to be "more confident to apply for research funding, which resulted in them obtaining research grants, fellowships and travel awards" [27]. Our data suggest that female may benefit from mentorship opportunities that focus on building confidence.

Another obstacle was that female students generally preferred to interact with female faculty, which decreased the research opportunities available to them. This barrier was most likely due to cultural beliefs that limit interactions between men and women. A study in Jordan in 2020 demonstrated that Muslim women preferred not to have direct interaction with men beyond what was necessary unless they were first-degree relatives [1]. The participants in our study expressed two primary means of dealing with cross-gender interactions. One group shied away from interacting with male professors and/or asked their male colleagues to approach male faculty members. The other group tried to summon the courage to approach male faculty members themselves. It was found that less previous experience with cross-gender interactions, according to our participants, caused "shyness," which created a barrier to some kinds of interactions in research settings. This reaction stems from female students’ beliefs that they need to maintain a respectful barrier between themselves and male colleagues or mentors.

This is the first qualitative study from Saudi Arabia that explores female undergraduate medical students’ perspectives towards barriers in conducting research. There are still many obstacles to fully engaging women in research activities and creating the conditions in which they can thrive. Given the obstacles that women face, we might expect that these obstacles would discourage women from engaging in research; however, the women we interviewed expressed a desire to demonstrate that they are capable and hardworking. Some of them also expressed a desire to pave the way for more women to do research in the future.

This study has several limitations. First, this study mainly targeted female undergraduate medical students at a private university in the college of medicine in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. This does not consider the male students’ perspective or the faculty perspective, which would have provided beneficial points of comparison and counterclaim. The study also excludes other
categories of researchers, such as post-graduates and students in other colleges at the university, which would have given broader insight into how different fields perceive opportunities for research in Saudi Arabia. Another element that could provide additional insight is identifying female students who had tried to secure research opportunities but were unsuccessful in their attempt. More information about women's unsuccessful attempts to engage in research could identify more barriers. Additionally, if we had included a longitudinal component, we may have been able to explore the question of whether perceptions of barriers change over time. Finally, future studies might use a quantitative approach to measure the extent to which the themes we discovered are more broadly applicable to undergraduate female medical students in Saudi Arabia and other areas in the Middle East.
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